


Holistic Songwriting Academy:

THE PROMISE

FRIEDEMANN’s APPROACH 
Friedemann is a bit of a maniac. He doesn’t stop until he’s figured a subject out 

completely. Before he films a trimester, he spends almost an entire year analyzing 
songs, testing out theories and finding formulas.  

THE PROMISE 
Friedemann has figured out how to actually teach you how to groove. He goes into ALL 
the details, like where to place notes, how loud they should be, how long they should 
play, how they interact with other notes, everything! I don’t know of any songwriting 

teacher who has done that ever. 

CARE TO DEMONSTRATE? 
Yes! Keep an eye on your email inbox. We will soon send you an example lesson 

straight from the course that you will LOVE. In it, Friedemann shows you how to write 
„tight arrangements“, one of three arrangement techniques taught inside HSA. This is 

THE technique to master if you want to become a groove expert.
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STRUCTURE 
The first Trimester takes place over 16 weeks in 4 parts. Each part is 3 modules long + 

1 week to catch up or review the material from previous modules. 

REVISE & CATCH UP WEEK 
We started doing this on request by the students. HSA is a VERY dense program with a 
TON of new information, so expect to go over the material at least twice, and this extra 

week gives you the chance to do so. Also, life happens! If you are behind on the 
schedule, this will give you the opportunity to catch up.
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CONTENTS
MODULES 

Each trimester of HSA is made up of 12 modules. Every week, you unlock a new 
module, and along with it video material. Expect each module to contain about 2-3 

hours of new material (yup, that’s a lot!), for a total of 30+ hours/trimester. 

EXERCISES 
After watching the videos, head on over to our Classroom and start doing the exercises. 
Every week, you unlock anywhere from 5-10 new assignments, which have been hand-
selected by Friedemann. You will be doing things such as listening to specially curated 

Playlists, take quizzes, writing exercises, and discuss with your class mates.  

WEEKLY WRITING 
As part of the weekly exercises, you will also be writing a piece of music, meaning that 

you’ll have 12 pieces of music at the end of the trimester.  

LIVESTREAMS 
At the beginning and end of every module, we have a 1-hour livestream (adding another 

24 hours to the trimester). Here, you can meet your teachers and colleagues, ask 
questions, and send in your songs for feedback.  

COMMUNITY 
Also included in HSA is access to our vibrant Holistic Songwriting Community, which 

consists of all former HSA alumni. Use this to network, have a friendly chat, ask 
questions you need quick answers to, or to find a co-writer.



Trimester One

MILESTONES

MODULE 1: Groove 1 
Reading drum notation, 
programming simple grooves 

MODULE 2: Groove 2 
Being able to identify movement 
patterns and groove weight 

MODULE 3: Groove 3 
Writing parts that support an 
established movement pattern 

MODULE 7: Beats 
Writing a 4 bar cadence to any 
song, in any emotion 

MODULE 8: Movement 
Being able to add syncopation & 
hits to any drum groove 

MODULE 9: Complexity 
Write fills, write odd time 
signatures and drunk grooves

MODULE 4: The Snare 
Always know where to put the 
backbeat in a song 

MODULE 5: The Kick 
Being able to write a kick drum 
pattern to any existing instrument 

MODULE 6: The Hihat 
Writing hihat to any drum pattern, 
live and electronic

MODULE 10: Rhythm Section 1 
Write new parts to any existing 
drum groove 

MODULE 11: Rhythm Section 2 
Write an 8-bar section from the 
ground up 

MODULE 12: Vocals & Melody 
Write Vocals that seamlessly fit 
into any groove

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4



Trimester One

FEATURES

✓ The 7 guiding rules I set myself that instantly 
transformed me into a better songwriter 

✓ Make any section feel timeless 
✓ Program realistic drum grooves within seconds 
✓ How to use the way live drummers play to your 

advantage 
✓ Find out why and how groove moves us and how 

to control this movement with laser precision. 
✓ How to write a song that perfectly flows from one 

section to the next. 
✓ Find the perfect tempo for your groove and add that 

magic „bounce“ to your songs 
✓ The magic of subdivisions, and how to do more with 

less

✓ Writing Robotic Hihats for EDM. Making it groove 
when you only have one velocity level available 

✓ Create momentum using the Hanging Hihat 
✓ How to fluently switch to double or half 

time naturally without throwing people off 
✓ Programming drums so realistic even drummers 

won’t be able to tell the difference 
✓ Hits: The most exciting thing you can do for your 

songs 
✓ Underlining and picking up rhythmic ideas 

for maximum vocal impact 
✓ Microrhythm - does it even matter? 
✓ How to make something complex without 

overwhelming your listener

✓ The Subdivision Gap: Avoid this mistake when 
writing your rhythm section 

✓ How „Redundant Rhythms“ are KILLING your 
grooves 

✓ How to make anything groove using Groove Weight 
✓ Do Shuffle & Swing make a difference? 
✓ Have a groove? Here’s how to write another part to 

it 
✓ How and why to write realistic ghost notes  
✓ Tricks for building a section’s energy level 
✓ Different patterns for the kick, snare and hihat 
✓ How to let a loop tell a dynamic story 
✓ How to syncopate like a pro 
✓ Working with Melodic Kicks, Hihats and Toms

✓ How to write a groove if the music has a lot of 
space 

✓ Writing kick-ass fills that transition you anywhere 
you want 

✓ Crank up the complexity using odd time signatures, 
Polyrhythms, polymeters and drunk playing. 

✓ How to write an entire rhythm section that moves as 
one 

✓ Understanding the functions of 
arrangement: plucks, pads, accents and motor 

✓ Writing vocals that stand out using Melodic Weight 
& Contrast 

✓ Switching Melodic Weight like a pro using the Light 
& Heavy Switch

Here is just a few of the things  
you can expect to learn inside HSA
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

PRE-KNOWLEDGE 
Technically, almost everything is explained in the course. However, the more you already 

know, the less you’ll be overwhelmed by the course. Ideally, you have at least some 
experience as a songwriter, you can read music, and you have produced music before. 

TIME 
Expect to spend about 10 hours a week on HSA. More is definitely possible, so if you 

want to take a full year off just for HSA, you definitely can! 

MONEY 
We’ll talk about this in a future update, but we think that you’ll be very pleased, 

considering everything we offer in the course (55 hours of video content + exercises + 
feedback from our coaches + community).  

2nd & 3rd TRIMESTER 
Friedemann is still in the process of writing trimesters 2&3. Rest assured, if you’ve gone 
through trimester 1, you are guaranteed a seat on trimester 2. Trimester 2 (pitch) is set 
to come out September 2021, and trimester 3 (story) will release in September 2022. 

Does that sound like you’ll have to wait for too long? Don’t worry, reviewing and 
applying the material from trimester 1 is guaranteed to give you enough material to 

bridge the gap!


